Extraordinary Testing Solutions

ProMace

Mace Snag Tester

The most accurate and repeatable
Mace Snag Tester available with a
unique design which offers a
significant reduction in the
damage to the pin points

Standards include
ASTM & VDA

James Heal ProMace mace snag tester is designed and manufactured in the UK

+44 (0)1422 366 355
www.james-heal.co.uk
sales@james-heal.co.uk
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ProMace

MACE SNAG TESTER

UNIVERSAL STRENGTH TESTER

ProMace is designed to rapidly determine the snagging
resistance of robust apparel and furnishing fabrics. Compliant
with ASTM D3939 (Mace), JIS L 1058 and VDA 230-220
standards.

KEY BENEFITS

REPEATABILITY & ACCURACY

Our aim when designing ProMace was to
significantly improve upon the
repeatability and accuracy of the mace
snag testers available in the market.

VDA COMPLIANT

When used with IMAT-UVE mace balls the
ProMace is compliant with VDA, Verband
der Automobilindustrie e. V., the German
Automotive Industry Association.

INTUITIVE TOUCHSCREEN

The Touchscreen User Interface is totally
intuitive for ease of use and to minimise
training time.
End of test time is clearly displayed and
the time periods can be set very easily for
the inspection of Points, and the change of
Points and the Felt Sleeves.

REMOVABLE DEBRIS TRAY

Removable sliding trays collect the debris
from the test for easy cleaning.

REDUCED RISK IN PIN DAMAGE

The unique design of ProMace offers a
significant reduction in the threat of the
pin points breaking.

SAFETY GUARD

A hinged interlocked safety guard fully
encloses the instrument - the testing is
performed with complete safety.

MACE INSPECTION HOLDER

A mace ball inspection holder is designed
for the user to hold the mace ball safely
and securely whilst inspecting and
changing the points.

MACE BALL HOLDERS

The mace balls are stored in non-contact
holders designed to remove the risk of pin
damage.

REMOVABLE CYLINDERS

The sample holder cylinders are
removable. This makes the fitting and
drying of the felt sleeves and the sample
mounting very easy.

2 x 2 ROLLER CONFIGURATION

The vertical 2 x 2 configuration of our
mace snag tester has a footprint 50%
smaller in comparison with other mace
snag testers.
James Heal Richmond Works Halifax UK HX3 6EP

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (mm)

Height:

888

Width:

448

Depth:

600

Weight (kg)

73.0

CONTACT US
For more information

email: sales@james-heal.co.uk
tel:

+44 (0) 1422 366 355

web: www.james-heal.co.uk/en/promace

